My Dear Colleagues & Researchers,

I would like to thank all the Researchers, Editorial members, Reviewers and Technical team whose contribution is essential to maintain the high standards of the journal. It is an immense pleasure to announce that IJAR is launching its Second issue with 20+ Research Articles successfully in online as well as Print version of the Journal.

There is a progression in the growth of International Journal of Anatomy and Research since the inaugural to the present. We are glad to inform that International Journal of Anatomy and Research has its recognition in various organizations around the world like Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and Genamics (Journal Seek). We are yet to get more international indexations which will prove beneficial to the authors in the future.

We are also thankful to the readers who have sent their valuable suggestions to improve the quality of the articles and also journal. The main aim of International Journal of Anatomy and Research is to bring various Anatomical Research articles under one roof and to get it recognized internationally which will contribute to the better understanding of the Gods Architecture.

International Journal of Anatomy and Research is accepting articles (Original as well as Review), Case reports/Cadaveric Reports and the Rare images in the Dissection from the various branches of Anatomy. We are also welcoming the Anatomists to become a part of our team in the future.
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